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Abstract: In this study, biodegradable bamboo fiber/PLA composites (BPCs) modified using bamboo charcoal (BC)/ZnO were prepared. The effects of BC/ZnO addition on the mechanical properties and antibacterial properties of BPCs were investigated. The chemical structure, microscopic morphology, and crystallization of the composites were analyzed using FTIR, SEM, and XRD, respectively. The results showed that in terms of mechanical strength, when the addition of BC was 2%, the tensile strength of the BPCs was most obviously improved, with a tensile strength of 51.6 MPa. However, when the addition of BC was more than 2%, the uneven dispersion of too much BC in the BPCs resulted in a reduction in their mechanical strength. A certain amount of ZnO did not affect the crystallinity of the BPCs. In addition, the uneven distribution of ZnO and its poor compatibility with PLA resulted in a deterioration in the tensile properties of the BPCs. In terms of antibacterial properties, when 2% ZnO was added, the BPCs had better antibacterial properties against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus, with values of 58.9% and 52.5% against both, respectively. BPC biodegradable materials with both mechanical strength and antimicrobial properties have promising medical uses.
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1. Introduction
Sustainable development is a global concern. Over recent decades, the use of petroleum-based products has accelerated due to their low manufacturing cost, corrosion resistance, and exceptional special mechanical properties [1,2]. This has also triggered a series of environmental problems, such as climate warming and white goods waste, threatening both humans and living organisms [3]. As a solution to these problems, the development and use of eco-materials, such as natural fibers or other biodegradable materials, is essential to achieving sustainable development [4,5]. Bamboo–plastic composites (BPCs) are composite materials that combines bamboo and its processing residues with plastics. They are known for their commendable mechanical properties, superior weather resistance, dimensional stability, and eco-friendly nature [6,7]. BPCs are widely used in outdoor construction, transportation, and decorative applications [8,9], and are a possibly environmentally sustainable alternative.

Polylactic acid (PLA) is a bio-based biodegradable that is synthesized through the ring-opening polymerization of propylene glycol ester. It presents an eco-friendly alternative to traditional petroleum-based plastics. Although PLA offers a notable tensile strength, high modulus, and biodegradability [10,11], its inherent deficiencies, such as brittleness,
diminished toughness, and high production cost, limit its broad application [12,13]. Bamboo charcoal is a solid pyrolysis by-product obtained from bamboo or bamboo processing residues under conditions of high temperature and deficient atmosphere. Due to its developed porosity and large surface area, researchers have reported that bamboo charcoal has the potential to strengthen and toughen biocomposites. The efforts to improve the mechanical properties of PLA have focused on increasing its crystallinity by introducing inorganic fillers, such as montmorillonite, carbon nanotubes, and bamboo charcoal [14]. Guo et al. [14] examined the effect of the bamboo charcoal (BC) content on the properties of PLA/BC composites and found that the careful addition of BC improved both the mechanical properties and hydrophobicity. D’Urso et al. [15] investigated melt stabilization using high-surface-area graphite and carbon black. The results showed that adding only 0.1 wt. % of the CB maintained the molecular weight of PLA during the melting process. In recent years, several studies have focused on modified composites from PLA and bamboo fiber, with composite ratios typically ranging from 2:8 to 4:6 [16–18]. However, little attention has been given to the high proportion of composites made of BC-modified PLA with an excess of bamboo fiber, which have the potential to improve the utilization of bamboo processing residues and reduce the product costs.

Although BPC products have advantages, they face challenges from microbial exposure during installation and usage, with antibacterial performance being a key concern. Bamboo’s inherent nutrient-rich composition makes it susceptible to mold growth, which can impact both its appearance and functionality [19,20]. This constituent facilitates mold growth in specific environments, making the products highly susceptible to mold contamination. Extensive research has been conducted on bamboo’s susceptibility to mold. However, this research has primarily focused on the bamboo itself [21,22]. It is important to note that the BPC materials, which are commonly used for structural and ornamental purposes, are also susceptible to contamination by other bacteria commonly found in their environment, including pathogens such as Escherichia coli (E. coli) [23] and Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) [24]. Inorganic nano-antibacterial agents, such as silicon dioxide (SiO$_2$) [25], zinc/copper oxide (ZnO/CuO) [26], and nano zinc oxide (ZnO) [27], have shown promise in various applications. ZnO is known for its bacterial resistance at lower concentrations, non-toxicity, and thermal stability. For instance, PLA/ZnO nanocomposite-coated paper has been used for antibacterial packaging [28]. Guan et al. [29] investigated the antibacterial properties of ZnO/CuO nanoparticle bio-polymerized films against various pathogens. The study showed significant growth inhibition in both dark and light conditions. Therefore, it is important to explore the antibacterial properties of BPCs to ensure their widespread and sustainable use in diverse applications.

This research aims to improve the mechanical performance of BPCs by incorporating BC and ZnO while studying their antibacterial effects. BPC composites were prepared with varying concentrations of BC and ZnO. The structural, interfacial, and surface properties of the composites were analyzed using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). The crystallization propensity of the composites under the influence of BC and ZnO was examined using X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, and their mechanical strengths were evaluated. The antibacterial efficacy against E. coli and S. aureus was evaluated via a 24 h incubation test. This study presents a thorough evaluation of the mechanical and antibacterial properties of BPC biodegradable materials, providing fundamental data for their broader adoption in various applications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Bamboo fiber was purchased from Jiangxi Shuangshuang Machinery Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (Yichun, China). Polylactic acid (PLA) ($\rho = 1.25$ g/cm$^3$, 4032D) was purchased from Nature Works Co. Ltd. (Plymouth, CA, USA). Bamboo charcoal (BC, 200 mesh) was purchased from Changsha House of Bamboo Charcoal Co. Ltd. (Changsha, China). Zinc oxide (ZnO, AR, 99%) was purchased from Shanghai Yuanye Bio-Technology Co. Ltd.
(Shanghai, China). Anhydrous ethanol (AR, ≥99.7%) was purchased from Nanjing Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. (Nanjing, China). *Staphylococcus aureus* (*S. aureus*) and *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*) were obtained from laboratory culture strains. Beef and yeast pastes, peptone, and tryptone were purchased from Beijing Solarbio Technology Co. Ltd. (Beijing, China). The PLA and bamboo fibers were vacuum-dried at 103 °C until they reached an absolute constant weight and stored in dry containers before use.

### 2.2. Preparation of Bamboo Fiber Complexes

First, different amounts of ZnO or BC were ultrasonically dispersed in anhydrous ethanol at a mass ratio of 1:10; then, the mixture was blended with bamboo fiber and dried at 80 °C to prepare the bamboo fiber complexes. (Anhydrous ethanol was used to disperse the bamboo charcoal and ZnO and to maintain the water content of the bamboo fiber.) Detailed material composition ratios are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Specimen Name</th>
<th>PLA (wt. %)</th>
<th>Bamboo Powder (wt. %)</th>
<th>BC * (%)</th>
<th>ZnO * (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BPC</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ZnO-1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>BC-1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BC-2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BC-3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BC-4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BC-5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>BC/ZnO-1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BC/ZnO-2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>BC/ZnO-3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>BC/ZnO-4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the * represents the ratio is the weight of BC or ZnO to the total weight of PLA and bamboo fiber.

### 2.3. Preparation of BPC

The bamboo fiber complex was thoroughly mixed with PLA at 160 °C for 8 min using a double-roller open mill (ZG-160, Dongguan Zheng Xin Electromechanical Science and Technology Ltd. Dongguan, China). The diameter of the rollers was 100 mm, the distance between the two rollers was 8 mm, and the rotational speed was 10 rpm. The blends were then compression-molded at 160 °C for 3 min to prepare the BPCs. The specifications for the hollow rectangular frame mold were 200 mm × 200 mm × 4 mm. The samples were prepared for the further evaluation of their mechanical and antibacterial properties.

### 2.4. Preparation of Culture Medium

The preparation of nutrient agar (NA) medium: First, 3.00 g of beef paste, 10.00 g of peptone, 5.00 g of sodium chloride, and 20.00 g of agar fiber were dissolved in 1000 mL of deionized water using a mechanical stirrer to obtain a well-distributed solution. Then, the pH of solution the was adjusted to 7.4–7.6 (±1); after this, the solution was divided into 250 mL triangular vials, and they were sealed with aseptic film. The solution was then sterilized at 121 °C for 20 min and then cooled to 60 °C. Finally, the solution was added to Petri dishes (90 mm in diameter), with a filling of one third of the dish thickness.

The preparation of Luria–Bertani (LB) medium: First, 5.00 g of yeast paste, 10.00 g of tryptone, 10.00 g of sodium chloride, and 15.00 g of agar fiber were dissolved in 1000 mL of deionized water using a mechanical stirrer to obtain a well-distributed solution. Then, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 7.0–7.2 (±1). The solution then underwent the same sterilization and packaging procedure as the NA medium.
2.5. Characterization

2.5.1. Conformal Testing of BPCs

The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the BPCs were obtained using a VERTEX 80 infrared spectrometer instrument (Bruker, Germany). The spectra of the samples were recorded in the range of 4000–400 cm\(^{-1}\) with a resolution of 0.5 cm\(^{-1}\) and scanned 32 times. FE-SEM (QUANTA 200, FEI, Peabody, MA, USA) coupled with EDS energy spectroscopy was used to investigate the cross-sectional microscopic structure (the cross section of the samples was prepared using liquid nitrogen) and element distribution of the BPCs. In addition, X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed to investigate the effect of BC and ZnO on the crystallization capacity of PLA within the BPC matrix. The scanning range was from 5 to 90 degrees, and the scanning speed was 0.02 degrees per second.

2.5.2. Mechanical Properties Testing of BPCs

The tensile properties of the BPCs were evaluated using a versatile electronic testing machine (CMT6104, Shenzhen Xinsansi Material Testing Co, Ltd. Shenzhen, China). The tensile specimen size was 50 mm \(\times\) 10 mm \(\times\) 4 mm according to GB/T 1040-92 and the crosshead speed was set to 5 mm/min. The bending performance of the BPCs was tested according to GB/T 1449–2005 with a specimen size of 50 mm \(\times\) 10 mm \(\times\) 4 mm and a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. The impact strength of the BPCs was tested in accordance with GB/T1451-2005 using a Charpy impact machine (ZBC1251-1, Shenzhen Xinsansi Material Testing Co., Ltd. Shenzhen, China). The impact specimen size was 80 mm \(\times\) 10 mm \(\times\) 4 mm. All the tests were repeated six times in parallel.

2.5.3. Antibacterial Performance Testing of BPCs

The antibacterial efficacy of the BPCs was evaluated according to JIS Z 2801-2010. First, the BPC, BPC/BC/ZnO-2, and BPC/BC/ZnO-3 samples with a sample size of 10 mm \(\times\) 10 mm \(\times\) 4 mm were subjected to high-temperature steam sterilization at 121 °C for 30 min using an applicator rod, forceps, and reagent gun. After sterilization, each plate culture medium received an injection of 100 µL of an \(S.\) aureus bacterial solution, which was evenly distributed using a spreading rod. Five plates were set up for each sample, with a piece of BPC placed in the center of each set of plates. The procedure for \(E.\) coli was identical to that described above. The plates were then sealed with aseptic film and incubated in a constant temperature, constant humidity chamber at 37 °C for 24 h to determine the antibacterial effect. The antibacterial diameter was measured to evaluate the effect of each sample against \(S.\) aureus and \(E.\) coli. The untreated BPC served as the control group for antibacterial evaluation, and the antibacterial efficacy of each sample against the bacteria was calculated using Formula (1).

\[
R = \frac{d_1 - d_0}{d_1} \times 100\%
\]

In the equation, \(R\) represents the antibacterial rate of the BPCs against \(S.\) aureus and \(E.\) coli in %, \(d_0\) represents the antibacterial diameter of the BPCs in mm, and \(d_1\) represents the antibacterial diameter of BPC/BC/ZnO-2 and BPC/BC/ZnO-3 in mm.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Performance Analysis of BPC

3.1.1. FTIR Analysis

FTIR is commonly used to study the intermolecular interactions and phase behavior of polymers.

In this study, the interaction between PLA, BC, and ZnO was investigated using FTIR spectroscopy. Figure 1 shows the FTIR spectra of the BPC thermally blended with 1 wt. %, 2 wt. %, and 3 wt. % BC/ZnO composites and a comparison with the FTIR spectra of the BPC and BPC/BC. In Figure 1, the BPC sample modified with BC and ZnO showed...
no shift in the position of its absorption peak in the absorption range of 1900–500 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating that BC and ZnO did not interact at the molecular level with the structure of the functional groups of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and other components in the BPC [13]. Compared with the unmodified BPC samples, there was only a difference in the absorption intensity. Among them, the absorption peaks of the BPCs at 1750 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1080 cm\(^{-1}\) were attributed to the asymmetric stretching vibration of the C-O-C ester bond [30], while the absorption peak at 1182 cm\(^{-1}\) was attributed to the symmetric stretching vibration of the C=O bond [31]; the absorption peak at 1453 cm\(^{-1}\) was generated by the stretching vibration of the C-H bond; and the absorption peak at 1044 cm\(^{-1}\) was attributed to a C-CH\(_3\) stretching vibration peak [32]. The intensity of the absorption peaks of BPC/BC/ZnO all increased to a greater extent when ZnO was introduced, which was attributed to the accelerated thermal degradation of PLA by ZnO during the thermal blending of PLA at a high temperature to form Zn salts and zinc lactate of the PLA oligomers [31]. The absorption peaks at 868 cm\(^{-1}\) and 755 cm\(^{-1}\) indicate the presence of zinc lactate. A degraded PLA matrix could lead to tighter adhesion between the PLA and bamboo fibers and BC with more interfacial strength [33].

![Figure 1](image_url). Comparison of FTIR spectra with different BC/ZnO addition ratios.

3.1.2. FE-SEM Analysis

As a typical bio-based material, PLA is known for its degradability. With abundant ester bonds on its molecular structure, PLA exhibits a hydrophobic characteristic. Conversely, bamboo fiber is a hydrophilic natural biomass material. When combining the hydrophilic bamboo fiber with the hydrophobic PLA, interventions, such as surface treatment, blending strategies, or the addition of modifiers, are imperative to improve their compatibility [34,35]. In this study, a concerted approach involving surface treatment, blending techniques, and modifier incorporation was employed to enhance the compatibility of PLA with the bam-
boo fiber. Specifically, high-temperature thermal blending coupled with the BC modifier was employed to enhance the compatibility of PLA and the bamboo fiber.

Figure 2 shows SEM images of the brittle surfaces of the BPC, BPC/BC, BPC/BC/ZnO-1, BPC/BC/ZnO-2, and BPC/BC/ZnO-3. In the structure of composites, bamboo fiber in an axial fibrous shape acts as a similar steel bar reinforcing the PLA matrix. There are more or less holes left by the “pulling out” of bamboo fiber from the matrix. In Figure 2a, the BPC shows inadequate adsorption of PLA on the surface of bamboo fiber due to the inherent poor compatibility between the hydrophobic PLA and the hydrophilic bamboo fiber. The addition of BC reduced the flow of melted PLA and even conducted the PLA molecular chains into their pores; thus, in Figure 2b–e, there are wire-drawing phenomena in the structure. Conversely, for BPC/BC/ZnO-2, as shown in Figure 2b, there is a significant improvement in the amalgamation between the PLA and bamboo fibers, and no noticeable cracks were observed, indicating tighter integration between the two phases. However, with the increasing addition of ZnO into BPC/BC from 1% to 3%, the agglomeration of bamboo fibers in BPC/BC/ZnO-3 became noticeable, as shown in Figure 2e. This phenomenon can be attributed to two factors: first, the introduction of BC reduced the fluidity of molten BPC to a certain extent, which prevents the complete dispersion of ZnO particles between the bamboo fibers and PLA during blending; second, the inherent poor compatibility between the hydrophobic PLA and the hydrophilic bamboo fiber. The addition of BC reduced the flow of melted PLA and even conducted the PLA molecular chains into their pores; thus, in Figure 2b–e, there are wire-drawing phenomena in the structure. Conversely, for BPC/BC/ZnO-2, as shown in Figure 2b, there is a significant improvement in the amalgamation between the PLA and bamboo fibers, and no noticeable cracks were observed, indicating tighter integration between the two phases.

Figure 2. FE-SEM images of surface morphologies of different BPC materials: (a) BPC; (b) BPC/BC; (c) BPC/BC/ZnO-1; (d) BPC/BC/ZnO-2; and (e) BPC/BC/ZnO-3.

Figure 3 shows the EDS images of BPC/BC/ZnO-3. From Figure 3 (BPC/BC/ZnO-3), an uneven distribution of C, O, and Zn elements was observed, indicating the non-uniform dispersion of ZnO in the BPC. In addition, the non-uniform dispersed ZnO also promotes the aggregation of bamboo fibers and leads to the uneven distribution of bamboo fibers and PLA.
3.1.3. XRD Analysis

XRD analysis was applied to verify the effect of BC and ZnO addition on the crystallinity of PLA/bamboo fiber, as shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4a, it can be seen that the BPC and BPC/BC show peaks at $2\theta = 16.8^\circ$ and $22.2^\circ$, which correspond to the (110) and (210) crystal planes of cellulose I, respectively, indicating the polycrystalline nature of these BPCs [37,38]. Moreover, the incorporation of 2% BC has little effect on the positions of these peaks, with some increase in their intensities, suggesting that BC addition has a limited effect on BPC crystallinity. Then, after the incorporation of 1%–3% ZnO, a significant increase in the intensity of diffraction peaks within the 15–25$^\circ$ range was observed in BPC/BC/ZnO. In particular, a dramatically intense (110) crystallographic plane was observed, accompanied by a decrease in the intensity of the non-crystallized peaks at 15–16$^\circ$.

Figure 3. EDS diagram of surface element distribution of BPC/BC/ZnO-3 material.

Figure 4. XRD patterns of different BPC materials: (a) BPC, BPC/BC, and BPC/BC with different proportions of ZnO added; (b) BPC/BC/ZnO-3.
In addition, a new diffraction peak appeared at $2\theta = 19.1^\circ$, which corresponds to the (203) crystallographic plane of the $\alpha$-type crystalline phase of PLA in BPC/BC/ZnO [37,39]. Notably, the addition of ZnO significantly increased the crystallinity of the BPCs, which greatly enhanced their crystallization capability. Figure 4b shows the XRD spectrum of BPC/BC-3 ZnO, with distinct crystallographic peaks attributed to ZnO, including (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (112), and (201), indicating the presence of ZnO [40]. The appearance of these characteristic diffraction peaks can be correlated with the chemical change induced by ZnO in the oligomer after high-temperature PLA degradation, leading to the formation of zinc lactate and the corresponding Zn salts, as inferred from the FTIR results.

3.2. Mechanical Property Analysis of BPCs

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of different BC additions on the mechanical properties of the BPCs. As shown in Figure 5a, BC significantly enhances the tensile strength and tensile elongation at break of the BPCs, which reaches 33.6 MPa. However, the tensile strength of BPC/BC increases with the addition of BC up to 2% but then decreases with further increases in BC content. When BC was added at a concentration of 2%, BPC/BC-2 exhibited the highest tensile strength of 51.6 MPa, which represents a 53% increase compared to that of the BPC. When the BC content was up to 5%, the tensile strength of BPC-5 was still higher than that of BPC. This improvement can be attributed to the high diameter ratio and surface uniformity dispersion of BC, which facilitates heteronuclear interaction with PLA in the BPC. Additionally, BC reduces the grain size of PLA [41], thereby enhancing the tensile properties of the BPCs. It has been reported that BC has a self-lubricating effect [10]; when the BC was added to the BPC, the BC, with the benefit of its self-lubricating effect, would fill the gaps between bamboo fiber and PLA [42]. Furthermore, Porous BC and PLA molecular chains would form a cross-linked structure, when the PLA particle was thoroughly melted, the PLA molecular chains could stretch into the porosity of BC, forming a van der Waals force and mechanical interlocking [43]. The three phases of PLA, bamboo fiber, and bamboo charcoal formed a ternary system. However, if there is too much BC in BPC, the BC will be unevenly dispersed and agglomerated, creating more defects and stress concentration points in BPC, which ultimately reduces its tensile strength as well as tensile elongation at break [14,41]. To analyze the influence of ZnO on BPCs, BPC/BC/ZnO was prepared with the addition of 1% ZnO. The resulting tensile strength of 40.7 MPa was, significantly, 20% higher than that of the pure BPC. This increase is attributed to the strengthening effect of small amounts of rigid ZnO particles that were properly dispersed in the BPC.

Figure 5c shows the effect of various BC additives on the impact strength of the BPCs. The pure BPC shows an impact strength of 8.4 kJ/m$^2$. After the addition of BC, the impact strength of BPC gradually decreases, and with increasing BC content, the impact strength gradually decreases. For the BPC with 5% BC, the impact strength is 7.3 kJ/m$^2$, which is about 12% less than that of the pure BPC. This decrease in impact strength is probably attributed to the stiffness of BC, which requires less energy to resist impact fracture. However, when an appropriate amount of BC was added, its enhancement of the impact properties of BPC specimens was small. In Figure 5d, the bending strength shows a pattern of initial increase followed by a subsequent decrease with the increasing BC addition, which is consistent with previous findings [10]. From the above results, the BPC with a 2% BC addition exhibits optimum tensile properties and maintains comparable flexural properties with the pure BPC, with a slight decrease in impact properties. Therefore, the BPC with 2% BC content was combined with ZnO to fabricate an antibacterial bamboo–plastic composite for further investigation.
with 2% BC content was combined with ZnO to fabricate an antibacterial bamboo–plastic composite for further investigation.

Figure 5. Effect of BC on the mechanical properties of BPC: (a) tensile strength; (b) tensile elongation at break; (c) impact strength; (d) bending strength.

Figure 6 shows the mechanical properties of BPC/BC/ZnO. Figure 6a shows the tensile strengths of the BPCs with different ZnO additions. Initially, the BPC with only 2% BC showed a tensile strength of 51.6 MPa. However, after the introduction of ZnO, BPC/BC/ZnO showed a slight decrease in tensile strength. For example, with 3% ZnO addition, BPC/BC/ZnO-3 exhibited a tensile strength of 47.6 MPa, marking a 7.8% decrease compared to that of the 2% BC specimen, but significantly exceeding the tensile strength of the pure BPC specimen (33.9 MPa). This observed decrease in tensile strength and elongation at break of the BPC specimens upon ZnO addition can be attributed to the poor compatibility between ZnO and the PLA matrix. Under external loading, the significant stiffness difference between ZnO and PLA, along with the bamboo fibers, causes premature debonding near the ZnO interface and hinders stress transfer in the BPCs [42]. This is consistent with the SEM observation results, demonstrating that excessive ZnO exacerbates its inadequate bonding with PLA, thereby reducing the tensile properties.

Figure 6c,d details the impact and flexural strengths of BPC/BC/ZnO. Upon the introduction of ZnO into BPC with 2% BC, a significant improvement in impact strength was observed, as evidenced by the 8.6 kJ/m² impact strength and 86.5 MPa flexural strength of BPC/BC/ZnO-1. This improvement can be attributed to the distribution of ZnO within the BPCs, which induces stress concentration under loading conditions, induces yielding in the PLA matrix, and consequently, increases the energy absorption and toughness of the BPCs [44,45].

Figure 7 shows a tensile stress–strain curve of the BPC after the sequential addition of BC and ZnO. The stress–strain curves indicate that the BPCs have viscoelastic deformation. In Figure 7a, the stress of the BPC increases with the increase in ε. However, the stress δ does not show an increasing pattern with the increase in the amount of BC but fluctuates within a certain range. In Figure 7b, the stress variation in the BPC is the same as that of the former, which fluctuates within a certain range with the increase in BC/ZnO amount. This variation is consistent with the trend of tensile strength variation in the BPC in Figures 5 and 6.
Figure 6. Effect of ZnO on the mechanical properties of BPC: (a) tensile strength; (b) tensile elongation at break; (c) impact strength; (d) flexural strength.

Figure 7. Stress–strain curves for the tensile strength of BPC: (a) BPC/BC and (b) BPC/BC/ZnO.

3.3. Analysis of Antibacterial Properties of BPCs

Due to the lack of inherent antibacterial properties in certain natural and synthetic fibers, common pathogenic bacteria, such as E. coli and S. aureus, pose contamination risks to BPC materials in certain environments [46]. Given this susceptibility, it is imperative to evaluate the antibacterial properties of BPC materials to counteract such bacterial contamination. The antibacterial cycle test method was used to evaluate the efficacy of the BPC, BPC/BC/ZnO-2, and BPC/BC/ZnO-3 against E. coli and S. aureus after a 24 h incubation period, and subsequently, antibacterial performance results were obtained.

Figure 8 illustrates the antibacterial effect of BPC, BPC/BC/ZnO-2, and BPC/BC/ZnO-3 on E. coli and S. aureus. Notably, both BPC/BC/ZnO-2 and BPC/BC/ZnO-3 exhibited antibacterial activity against E. coli and S. aureus, as indicated by their effective inhibition zones. Specifically, BPC/BC/ZnO-2 showed inhibition areas of 149.8 mm² and 116.0 mm², with inhibition rates of 58.9% and 52.5% against E. coli and S. aureus, respectively. Correspondingly, BPC/BC/ZnO-3 showed areas of 153.4 mm² and 156.1 mm², with inhibition rates of 60.1% and 60.2% against E. coli and S. aureus, respectively. In Figure 8, the formation of antibacterial circles by BPC/BC/ZnO-2 and BPC/BC/ZnO-3 around the test zones after...
24 h demonstrates their antibacterial activity against both these bacterial strains. However, this efficacy was compromised by several factors, mainly related to the preparation of BPC/BC/ZnO-2 and BPC/BC/ZnO-3.

Figure 8. The antibacterial efficiencies of BPC, BPC/BC/ZnO-2, and BPC/BC/ZnO-3 against S. aureus and E. coli.

Despite the encapsulation of ZnO in the PLA, bamboo fiber, and BC after blending, the incomplete release of Zn\(^{2+}\) limited the antibacterial effect, even under higher-humidity conditions, thus limiting its effectiveness [47,48]. Notably, the marginal differences in antibacterial efficacy between BPC/BC/ZnO-2 and BPC/BC/ZnO-3, despite the 1% variance in ZnO content, indicate the effect of encapsulation. In addition, the chemical changes observed in PLA and ZnO, as identified by FTIR, may have hindered the functionality of some effective antibacterial ZnO components. In conclusion, while ZnO contents above 2% in BPC/BC showed significant antibacterial effects against E. coli and S. aureus, the antibacterial efficacy remained comparable within the lower addition ranges.

4. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to research the synergistic effect of BC and ZnO on the mechanical and antibacterial properties of BPCs. We investigated the different BC addition ratios on the mechanical strength of BPCs and the reinforcement effect of ZnO on their antibacterial properties at a high bamboo-to-plastic ratio. BPCs synergistically reinforced with BC and ZnO were successfully prepared. The results showed that the mechanical strength of the BPCs was significantly enhanced by the addition of 2% BC, while the introduction of ZnO imparted better antibacterial properties. These reinforced composites
not only improve upon the application performance of the conventional BPC material but also show great potential in the field of sustainable and environmentally friendly materials while maintaining good biodegradability. Furthermore, this study provides a new perspective for the functionalization and performance optimization of bio-based composites and promotes research on biodegradable composites.
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